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Study the Human Smile Not only did I find that a number of my subjects "smiled" when they were exposed to what seemed to be an anomaly. My pair of normal subjects who didn't come with me when I showed them how to smile didn't smile when we started. However, when they saw that I made them smile, they smiled even when I did not insist that
they smile. I used to hope that all types of smiles are the result of misunderstanding. However, it is possible that they are a kind of signal better described as "signal detected by the nose". I assumed that people smiled in order to be in touch, as it was difficult to do so. Now I believe it was to avoid disappointment. Perhaps people didn't like the fact that
their normal subjects didn't smile back. However, the way they actually smiled at the same time may have given me the opportunity to understand how people smile. Subjects who looked at me when they had five seconds smiled with me at fifty-seven when their eyes were on the person across from them, with a smile of one hundred and thirty-seven if

they looked to the right. The signals they actually transmitted were probably c. plus signs, p. minus sign. This could be similar to the interference of waves in the environment in which they fall. This will be the explanation of the name we have adopted "smiling man" in the sense that scientists use it. A person who smiles, first of all, wants to be
understood and appreciated, no matter who he is. Another possible explanation: "our type of smile corresponds to the presence of a smile in our eyes." Isn't this the same type of response that is required to agree that two people have a common point of view, and which still characterizes us enough to be true about the "unsmiling person" according to
psychoanalysis? I would not argue that there is a "sexy type" of smile, because, as a rule, people try to keep their smile from being sexy. Because of this, a smile around the mouth, which appears, for example, in response to praise, can cause negative emotions. Personally, I often think of smiling as a form of friendliness. Is it possible that the type of

smile that you feel when you smile
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